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I. INTRODUCTION

The 1975 passage of House Bill 456 by t-a- General Assembl: aced

a large responsibility on county task forces Tio provide locall -ased

programs for status offenders.' This respons-bility has been f-stra-

ting for many counties since they have been 7=crced to plan and -='und pro-

grams without sufficient information about the needs of status c-.=-Fenders

and of youth "a: risk" of entering the juveni-:e justice system. With

the completion )f a statewide needs assessment of status offenders and

the publicatio7 of County Data Reports for each county in North Carolina,

this problem has been almost totally solved. However, an accurate pic-

ture of the problems of, and programmatic recommendations for, status of-

fenders was on part of what was needed for counties to fulfill their

mandate under ; :use Bill 456.

Purpose and Scc:e of the Planning Decision Workbook

North Carolina had a clear need for a process to provide each county

with a documented, defensible plan for funding status offender programs

which incorporated available, relevant data. Rational planning for sta-

tus offenders requires an evaluation of existing, proposed, and potential

new programs in the county. It also requires a method for organizing

this information so that responsible funding decisions can be made. The

activities of this Planning Decision Process are:

1) Discovery of what a county wants in a status offender program;

that is, what makes a program desirable to the county.

2) Comparison of different programs in terms of how well they de-

liver what the county wants from them. This comparison enables

a county to ask if one program is mcre desirable than another.

3) Comparison of the costs of competinc programs.

4) Organization of all the information which has been gathered into

a format which facilitates and encoLrages high-quality funding

decisions.

1

Generally, youth under 18 years of age wno have committed "status
offenses," i.e., acts or conduct which are declared by statute to be le-
gal offenses, but only when committed or engaged in by a juvenile under
18.

6
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Solut-ns for the Future. A method of making planning decisions

and documenting these decisions is necessary. Both the public and the

law demand that documentation for and justifications of the reasons why

money is channeled into particular programs be provided. Program plan-

ners are we'l versed in planning the details of program implementation,
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bL- not in structuring the decisions that go int: determining what pro-

g7Tms to implement.

Social planning theorists are now advocating a more practical sub-

st'tute to the rejected social research technology of the sixties. They

ac ocate the use of the best possible data available and the use of rea-

soled estimates when no data are available. These data and estimates caT

then be used in a decision-making itz del which structures the use of these

da-la. This acceptance of incomplete data and estimates is part of the

irgremental'approach that is now Deing taken in u:grading thE plannirj

human services programs.

The status offender Planning Decision Process is representative of

the decision-making models that are being developed to structure deci-

sions based upon data and careful estimation.

County and DHR Roles in Decision- Making. Status offender program

planning in North Carolina involves two governmental units--the countiE,

and the Department of Human Resources. The Planning Decision Process

will strengthen the roles of these two units. In much human service

planning across the country, federal and state governments allocate me

ies to counties, and either impose strict spending restrictions on the

counties' use of funds or provide few useful guidelines to help local

governments make good spending decisions. The counties make local alic

cation decisions and spend the money. This traditional relationship is

displayed in Figure la. County participation in the development of

spending guidelines, and state-level knowledge of the rationale for each

county's use of the funds are both lacking. Data needed to enhance the

coordination between the state-level funding organization and the county

planners have not been available.

The status offender Planning Decision Process provides these data.

The data-based relationship between the Department of Human Resources,

the counties, and the task forces is displayed in Figure lb. Using

this process, the state provides the money for status offender's programs

and general, flexible guidelines for the counties to use in making funding

decisions. The counties use these guidelines, status offender needs and

program evaluation data, and their own judgments to set priorities and
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arrive at a county plan for funding local programs. The counties provide

the state with data on their priorities for funding and on the informa-

tion that was considered by them in setting those priorities. The De-

partment of Human Resources uses this information in producing a state-

wide plan, presenting documentation to the legislature for future state

appropriations for status offender programs, and in establishing spending

guidelines for the following year. The state also allocates future funds

to the counties based upon information from the counties about the re-

quirement for these funds.

The Planning Decision Process, by providing a mechanism by which the

Department of Human Resources and the counties can exchange information,

encourages cooperative planning for status offender programs.

Overview of Planning Decision Process

The Center for Urban Affairs and Community Services has developed a

Planning Decision Process for use by local task forces in planning the

funding for community-based programs for status offence.rs. This process

is composed of five basic stages, displayed in Figure 2. The first stage

is determining the importance of status offender needs to the community.

In the second stage, the task force considers all available program fund-
ing options. During the third stage, evaluation data on the programs

being considered are gathered. In the fourth stage, these program eval-

uation data are tabulated and summarized. In the final stage, the task

force makes program funding recommendations based on the evaluation data.

Stage 1. Determine Importance of Status Offender Needs to County.

The results of the Statewide Needs Assessment of Status Offenders and
Youth at Risk identified six basic needs as major contributing factors
to status offender behavior. They are: 1) the need for acceptable social

and interpersonal values, 2) the need for appropriate education, 3) the

need for appropriate living situation, 4) the need for mental health, 5)

the need for physical health, and 6) the need for recreation. The De-
partment of Human Resources, Community-Based Alternatives Section deter-

mined that, based on the data, these are the needs which should be met
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for status offenders in North Carolina. In the first stage of the Plan-

ning Decision Process, each county assigns its own priorities to these

needs in order to determine where the county's efforts and resources

should be placed. Data found in the County Data Report should be used

for assistance in setting these priorities.

Stage 2: Consider Program Funding Options. In the second stage of

the process the task force explores the various program funding options

available to the county. A wide array of options is open to a particu-

lar county, and the task force needs a method for narrowing down the

available choices to a manageable size for evaluation. One method of

accomolishing this task is through the use of data on the demand for

varicJs program types gathered in the Status Offender Needs Assessment.

Stcge 3: Gather Evaluation Data on Programs. Stage three'consists

of Actually gathering program evaluation data on specific programs.

These data include the number of clients served and program costs. Task

force member's gather this information using the Service Resources Assess-

ment process outlined in the Service Resources Workbook. By gathering

information on its own programs, the county task force tailors the Plan-

ning Decision Process to the specific characteristics of its community.

Stage 4: Tabulate and Summarize Program. Evaluation Data. In the

fourth stage, all data are organized so that differences between programs

are clear. The relative value of each program is determined. Value is

a factor combining the desirability of a program and the cost of that

program to the community. Also important in this process are statewide

needs assessment data on the estimated effectiveness of various types of

programs. In future years an evaluation procedure will be developed for

all funded programs so that actual performance figures for a specific

program, rather than statewide estimates, can be used for planning.

Stage 5: Make Program Funding Decisions Based on Evaluation Data.

In the final stage of the planning process, each county makes program

funding recommendations based on all gathered data, as well as other

important non-quantitative information. The purpose of the Planning

Decision Process is to organize a wide array of evaluation data into a
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format which enables the task force to determine the value of a specific

program to its community. Determination of these values organizes and

simplifies the task for choosing programs for funding.

In Chapter II, these five stages are further detailed into the

sixteen individual steps in the Planning Decision Model.

Conducting This Process - Who Should Participate and How

The Planning Decision Process and this workbook are designed to be

used by each county's task force in putting together its status offender

program funding recommendations. The CBA Field Consultants will be

availaole to provide each task force with assistance in conducting the

Planning Decision Process.

The sixteen-step Planning Decision Model is divided into two tracks,

shown in Figure 3. The first track includes the steps involved in stages

1, 2, and 5 of the Planning Decision Process. This track is designed to

be accomplished by the task force as a whole during its regularly sche-

duled meetings. The subjective, policy-making steps of the process,

which should be completed by the entire task force, are included in this

track

The second track, that of collecting data and making computations,

is designed to be accomplished by a committee of the task force. This

technical committee should be composed of task force members who are

willing to devote a few hours a month outside of task force meetings to

conducting these steps. Technical committee members do not need to have

any special mathematical knowledge to conduct the simple data computa-

tions of the process.

The size of the technical committee will be determined by the size

of the county and the number of programs to be surveyed. Small counties

should plan for a two-to-three-member committee; large counties may want

a slightly larger group of three-to-six members.

The task forces send their recommendations for program funding to

CBA Field Consultants for their region. The Field Consultants will for-

ward the county recommendations to the CBA central office. The activi-

ties of the CBA staff are not defined in this document but will include
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incorporating county recommendations into a state plan for status offen-

der programs and making statewide program funding decisions.

16



II. PLANNING DECISION MODEL

Details of the sixteen steps of the Planning Decision Model, out-

lined in the first chapter, are presented here. Having sixteen steps

does not mean the process is complex. It means that an attempt has been

made to break the process down into units which are manageable, easy to

understand, and which allow the task force to progress systematically

towards a logical conclusion. The sixteen-step model is summarized in

Figure 4. Each of these steps will be discussed in detail to clarify

the concepts being presented, the procedures which will be followed, and

the results of using the model. The Field Consultant for each CBA Region

has been extensively trained to assist the task force in working through

the model. Answers to questions that have not been addressed in this

workbook and solutions to problems which are unique for a particular

county will be provided by the Field Consultant.

Track 1 - Steps 1-5.

In this first part of Track 1, the task force, as a whole, makes

preliminary decisions concerning the priority of the needs it wants to

address and the types of programs it wants to recommend for funding.

Step 1. Study the Statewide Needs of Status Offenders. These six

needs were identified through the statewide needs assessment conducted

in the fall of 1977. The underlying philosophy with regard to these

needs is that if they are not met, they are contributing factors to sta-

tus offender behavior in youth. Therefore, meeting these needs should

make a major impact on reducing status offender behavior.

The CoUnty Data Report for each county provides information on

twenty-four problems being experienced by status offenders and youth at

risk in the county.
2

These problems are grouped by the six needs. For

2
The Planning Decision Process is equally applicable to the status

offender and youth at risk populations in the county. However, for the
sake of convenience, only status offenders will usually be mentioned in
further references.

1/
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th Jurposes of the Planning Decision Process, -'e needs are defined by

the problems grouped under them. Meeting a nee, means correcting the

pr ulems associated with it. The presence of a woblem indicates that

the associated need is not being met. For example, a child's poor self-

image implies that his need for mental health is not being met; or if a

child is abused or neglected by his parents, it is strongly indicated

that he is not in an appropriate living situation. In both these cases,

relieving the problem helps to meet the need.

Each county will have a different situation with regard to the

number of status offenders and youth at risk who are experiencing par-

ricular problems. Therefore, study of the County Data Report will pro-

vide each task force with a different perspective on the level of unmet

need unique in its community. The unmet needs in a county indicate what

areas prospective programs should be designed to address. Since infor-

mation on unmet needs will be used by task forces in shaping their pro-

gram funding recommendations, it is essential that all those involved in

the Planning r.cision Process have the same fundamental definitions of

those needs. Task force members, county commissioners, service pro-

viders, the CBA Section of DHR, and others should all be working with a

set of needs that share the same minimum definitions; the twenty-four

problems, as objective indicators of unmet need, serve this purpose.

Use of a consistent, minimum definition by all counties will allow county-

by-county comparisons of funding recommendations. In addition, it will

enable CBA to create a statewide picture of unmet program funding needs,

as well as a unified plan for future funding priorities.

In order to make the process work, it is only necessary that a min-

imum definition of the needs be shared acr:ss the state. Any county can

list additional problems under the six raec] to more clearly define them.

This procedure tailors the definitions to tie county's 1.nique perspective

of status offender needs, and therefore impacts its decision-making on

programs. The task force should realize, however, that no data will be

available on these additional problems in the County Data Rep-rt.

Step 2. Rank Needs in Terms of Importance for the Count . It is

the responsibility of each county task force to determine its priorities
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for meeting the six major needs of status offenders and youth at risk.

To assign priorities to needs, the task force ranks them in terms of

their importance to the county as contributing factors to status offender

behavior.3 The needs which are most important for the county to meet in

order to help reduce status offender behavior will be the top-ranked

needs. The decisions on the ranking of the needs should be based on

three different factors: needs assessment data, personal values, and

group values.

The first factor is the information the task force has from the

County Data Report: problems experienced by status offenders or youth

at risk in the county indicate that a particular need is not being met.

Evidence that a great many status offenders experience important prob-

lems might provide justification for making a particular need the most

important one for the county. Care should be taken in using County Data

Report information to assess the total unmet need in a county. It is not

possible to determine either the total number or the average number of

youth experiencing an unmet need in the county because of duplicative

counting of youth across problems. Needs assessment data should simply

be used to give a general indication of how serious an unmet need is for

a county.

In addition to county needs assessment data, each community has its

own unique set of values; it is vital to incorporate these values into

the priorities of the needs. The other two factors on which the ranking

of the needs should be based deal with these community values. First,

thr personal values of individual members of the task force with regard

to these needs must be accounted for. Each task force representative

should consider what he believes are the most important contributing fac-

tors to status offender behavior in his county. Another part of a task

force member's responsibilities is to represent his group's values. Each

member of the task force is a member of some group in the county: for

example, a public service agency, the court system, the business commu-

nity, or civic organizations. Those groups will each have a unique

3
The details involved in steps 2 and 3, as well as the forms espe-

cially designed to facilitate ranking and weighting, will bo provided
by the appropriate CBA Field Consultant for the region.
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perspective on the major con= '7uting factors to status offender behavior

which must be considered in r Ang the needs. Individual values, group

values, and the data from th,- ;:-As assessment will be put together to

create an individual, specifi 71pression from each county about which

needs are most important. Th impression will be expressed in the rank-

ing each task force member gives to the needs.

Step 3. Weight Needs -o Indicate Degree of Importance.. Ranking

does not give sufficient information about the actual relationship among

needs in a county: it is not enough to say that one need is more im-

portant than another. To make the Planning Decision Process work, the

task force needs to know just how much more important one need is than

another. The task force needs to assign to each need a weight, a num-

ber, which says, for example, that meeting the need for an appropriate

living situation fir this particular county is twice as important as

meeting the need for recreation. The reason for this weighting is that,

in this particular county, inmet need for appropriate living situa-

tion is twice as important E :nt-'buting factor to status offender be-

havior in the county as is t e unmet need for recreation. There is no

information in the County Data Report that can assign these weights for

the counties. The weightinc sets the priorities for the county and sets

:he tone for the rest of the Planning Decision Process, since counties

will want to fund programs which direct their efforts toward meeting the

most important needs for that county. Weighting makes the Planning De-

cision Process unique to every county.

In these first three steps, the task farce determines which needs

of status offenders it wants the county's programs to meet. It also

addresses the issue of whether some needs are more important than others.

It could be that all needs are equally important. But in cases where

they vary in importance, the task force decides just how much more im-

portant one need is than another. Only by precisely defining the degree

of importance of each need will the task force be able meaningfully to

incorporate communiT values into its decision-making process for funding

status offender programs.

Z7-2p 4. Conser Prc -am Funding Opt7:ons. An investigation and

e Auation of specific proc,-ams being considered for funding in the coun-

t-es is a major par= of the Planning Decision Process. Before the task
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force can conduct this investigation, it needs to decide which programs

or types of programs are worth the investment of the time and energy

necesslry to do a good evaluation. Help for making this decisior

come from information in the Cot lty 1),,':a Report on twenty-one pyog'

types recommended for the statu_ offenders and youth at risk in th,

county. This information can be used tc narrow the possible range of

program choices to a manageable size. By consulting the County Da.,

Report and checking on programs ihich have been recommended for the

status offenders in the county, program types for which there are

very fe. possible clients could be dropped from further consideration.

Programs which have had a high number of recommendations are probably

good candidates for further investigation and evaluation.

Ste 5. Choose Programs for Evaluation. Based on the decisions

made in step 4, a list of specific programs or program types should be

sent to the technical committee for them to investigate and evaluate.

The twenty-one program types included in the County Data Report have been

grouped into three major categories: treatment programs, crisis inter-

vention programs, and prevention programs. At a minimum, the list of

programs sent to the technical committee should include one program from

each of the three categories. This listing ensires that the county at

least takes into account all the basic components of truly compre-

.hensive continuum of alternative services for status )ffenders. When

choosing programs for evaluation, task forces need tc find a balance

between a small enough number to keep the task manageable, and a large

enough nurper of programs to make the upcoming planning decision mean-

ingful. The greater the number of alternatives considered, the more the

task force will be making real decisions. In order to get a large enough

Tist of programs to evaluate, the task force will often have to take an

active role in the process of publicizing and promoting its activities

:n the county.

Even if all programs are not funded, the evaluation data collected

on each program helps to improve future planning on both the state and

county level. By setting up a "shopping list," with the programs already

assigned priorities, work can begin at the county level to plan for im-

plementation next year. Data from all counties can be collected and

summarized dt the CBA central office to put together a picture of state-

wide program funding priorities for the future.
4-4
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Track 2 - Steps 6-12

Steps 6 through 12 are completed by the technical committee of the

task force. These steps include the collecting and ar-aying of the

quantitative information which the full task force wil consider in

making its funding recommendations. The Service Resources Assessment

Worksheet (SRAW), the Expected Value Worksheet (EVW), and half of the

Final Planning Chart (FPC) are completed during these steps.

Step 6. Gather Evaluation Data on Each Program. The first step of

track 2, gathering Service Resources Assessment (SRA) data, is explained

in detail in the Service Resources Workbook, a companion document to the

Planning Decision Workbook. In this step, the technical committee of

the task force collects information on the present level of service for

selected types of status offender programs; and inforwLion on the cost,

capacity, impact on clients' needs, and average length if service of

programs being considered for funding.

This information is the minimum required to enable programs to be

compared with one another, both within a county and across the entire

state. Task forces should continue to gather additional information if

they have been doing so in the past, This process simply clarifies

what information is going to be used by every participating county and

the CBA central office. The information gathered on programs during the

Service Resources Assessment, combined Nith data from the County Data

Report, will be used in the next five steps of the Planning Decision

Process.

Step 7. Compute Total Program Impact. Steps 7-1T of the status

offender Planning Decision Model result in the completion of an Expected

Value Worksheet (EVW) for each program the task force has decided to in-

vestigate for possible funding. Chapter III of the workbook includes a

copy of the EVW, instructions for its completion, and detailed defini-

tions of any of the terms used in the following steps. The sequence

for calculating the expected value of a program is presented in Figure 5.

This sequence will be followed by the technical committee.

In step 7, the task force computes the total program impact of each

program being considered for funding. Total impact is computed based

upon the impact of the program on each of the needs of status offenders

determined in the Service Resources Assessment and the importance weight

placed on each of the needs by the task force as documented in the Needs

0 --

4, 0
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Weighting Worksheet. (This worksheet will 'be supplied to each county by

CBA Field Corsultants.) Total program impact summarizes where a program

is putting its effort in meeting the needs of status offenders, given

the importance of those needs to the task, force. The higher the total

impact, the more closely the program is distributing its efforts in meet-

ing the needs determined to be most important by the task force.

Step 8. Compute Total Program Impact Hours Per Program. In step 8,

the total program impact is translated into total program impact hours

per client by multiplying total program impact times the average number

of service hours per client. This average is gathered during the Service

Resources Assessment. This impact figure is an indicator of how much

each program is addressing itself to the important needs of an individual

status offender client.

Step 9. Compute Number of Successful Clients. In this step, the

technical committee computes the estimated number of successful clients

for each program during the proposed funding period. This figure is

based upon the estimated effectiveness of the program, a percentage which

is reported in the County Data Report for the state as a whole, and upon

the number of clients to be served by the program as gathered in the SRA.

Step 10. Compute the Total Desirability of Each Program. The

product of steps 8 and 9--the total program impact hours per client times

the number of successful clients--is the total desirability of each pro-

gram. The larger this figure, the more desirable the program is to the

county: the more the program clearly delivers what the county wants in

a status offender program.

Step 11. CompUte the Expected Value of Each Program. Total desir-

ability, divided by the total program cost, determines the expected value

of each program. The mathematical formulas underlying these calcula-

tions can be found in the Appendix. The expected value reveals how much

of what a county considers desirable in a program can be purchased for

every dollar invested, and is the basic piece of information used to com-

pare one program with another.

Step 12. Rank the Programs by Expected Value. When the task force

has completed step 11, it ranks programs by their expected values on the

Final Planning Chart (FPC).
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The entire left side of the FPC is filled in and the information

made available to the full task force in step 13. A copy of the FPC and

instructions for its completion are in Chapter IV of this workbook. It

is this information, the final summarization of evaluation data gathered

on all considered programs, that can be used by CBA to lobby for in-

creased money for community programs based on documented need.

Track 1 - Steps 13-16

The full task force is involved in completing the decision-making

steps which comprise the final part of Track 1.

Step 13. Study Program Evaluation Results. The completed left side

of the Final Planning Chart displays data to help the task force make

final budget decisions in the final steps of the process. In step 13,

the task force studies the data presented on the FPC to ensure that all

members understand the results.

Step 14. Consider All Relevant Additional Information. During this

step, task force members consider other factors which are not presented

on th,.a FPC, but that they believe are critical to decision-making. Ini-

tially, they should consider any political concerns which might be rele-

vant in their county and which might override any data-based funding

priorities. For example, if task force members know that the political

decision makers in the county are adamantly opposed to or enthusiastic-

ally supportive of a program, they may want to alter their initial

judgment based upon this very reasonable concern.

In addition, the task force may want its judgments to reflect pro-

gram implementation considerations. If, for example, the task force

knows that of two programs with similar expected values, one will be

able to begin serving clients within three mcnths of start-up and the

other, six months, the task force might want to fund the program which

can provide the quickest service to clients. Knowledge of other avail-

able sources of funds may restructure the task force's initial priori-

ties for CBA funding.

Other considerations which might be important to a county are

these:

1. Is there a possibility that the county could jointly fund a

program with other counties?

(
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2. Could program costs be reduced by: funding program for less

than a full year; serving fewer clients; finding another fund-

ing source for part of the cost; or, using volunteers?

3. Can a program be redesigned to better fit the requirements of

the county?

4. Could a proposed program's services be provided on a per client

contract basis by another organization, thereby saving the

county program startup costs?

5. Is the professional experience and skill of the provider a

consideration?

6. What future commitments are incurred in starting or support-

ing a program?

7. Are there programs which are alternatives to one another?

Data on the left side of the FPC and these pieces of relevant informa-

tion should be considered by the task force in making decisions about

the funding recommendations that they will enter on the right side of

the Final Planning Chart.

Step 15. Choose Programs to Recommend for Funding. The task force

fills in the right side of the FPC with its recommendations for CBA

funding in the county. Task forces will most likely choose their pro-

grams from those listed on the left side of the chart.

The programs on the left side are arranged so that the task force

can choose to fund programs from the top down until their entire alloca-

tion is budgeted. If one or more highly rated programs are too expen-

sive, the task force would choose to fund a lower-rated but more afford-

able program.

Task forces may, however, want to include the other factors con-

sidered in step 14 in making their funding decisions. Additional sources

of funding or county and state political considerations could influence

their decisions. Each task force should provide documentation to CBA of

the basis for its decisions. This "decision rule" by the county

clarifies the other information, aside from the program's expected value,

used in making the funding recommendations. It should be clear to the

CBA Section why one program instead of another was chosen for funding.

Task forces are not required to recommend only those programs on

the left side of the chart, nor only to recommend the highly rated
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programs. For example, a task force may decide to base its decision

solely upon each program's cost or number of clients.

Once the task force has decided on its recommendations, it should

list the programs it wants to be funded on the right side of the Final

Planning Chart and should complete that side of the chart with requested

program and funding data. The contents on the right of the FPC should

then be forwarded to the county commissioners for their approval.

Step 16. Send Results to Community-Based Alternatives. The Final

Planning Chart and any explanatory documentation developed in steps 14

and 15 should be sent to the Community-Based Alternatives Field Consul-

tant who will forward them to the CBA central office. The Department of

Human Resources will make CBA funding allocations based upon task force

and county commissioner recommendations. In addition, task force recom-

mendations will be used to develop a statewide status offender program

plan. These recommendations will also be incorporated into requests to

the legislature for future CBA funding.

The Community-Based Alternatives Field Consultants will serve as

task force liaisons to the CBA Section of DHR keeping the counties aware

of allocation schedules, and any further information needed.



III. INSTRUCTIONS: EXPECTED VALUE WORKSHEET

The purpose of the Expected Value Worksheet (EVW) [Figure 6] is to

enable the local task force to summarize all the information it has

gathered about a particular program. Since each program under consider-

ation for funding will have an EVW completed on it, the same informa-

tion, in the same format, will be available for every program, thereby

making comparisons among programs feasible and meaningful.

Summary of Worksheet Content

A short explanation follows for each item on the EVW. Detailed

procedures for actually completing the form are at the end of this

chapter.

Program Type. Almost every program being considered for funding

will fall within one of the twenty-one program types listed and defined

in the Service Resources Workbook (SRW). Programs which do not fit into

these program types will be listed by their program names.

Provider Name. The name of the agency or organization who will be

administering the program and to whom the funds will be allocated.

Need Importance Weight. The weights assigned by the task force to

each of the six needs to be met for status offenders which indicate

how much more important each is than another.

Program Impact. The percent of a program's efforts, activities, or

resources that is directed towards meeting each of the six main needs of

status offenders. These figures reveal where the service provider be-

lieves his particular program will most impact the meeting of status of-

fender needs.

Weighted Program Impact. The combination of a program's percent of

impact on a need and the importance weight of that need as assigned by

the task force reveals whether or not a service provider is putting the

major stress of his program's efforts, activities, or resources on the

needs which are most important to the task force.

Total Program Impact. This figure summarizes a program's total

impact on the needs of status offenders, taking into consideration the

importance of those needs to the task force. It is the first step in

3u
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summarizing how much the program is addressing itself to the important

needs of a county.

Average Number of Service Hours Per Client. Every program delivers

a certain number of hours of service to each client it serves during the

funding period. The number of hours that an average client participates

in the program during that period is a second indicator of the amount or

degree of impact that program is going to have in meeting the needs of

status offenders.

Total Program Impact Hours Per Client. The combination of the two

indicators of the type (total program impact) and amount (average number

of service hours per client) of impact a program has on status offender

needs reveals how much the program is addressing itself to the important

needs in the county. This amount is expressed in units (impact hours

per client) which allow for direct comparison of one program to another.

Total Program Demand. This figure is the estimated total number of

status offenders for whom the particular program type has been recommen-

ded, as revealed by the statewide needs assessment and documented in the

County Data Report. However, this figure does not take into account

whether or not these recommended status offenders are currently being

served by such a program type.

Number of Status Offenders Currently Served. In any particular

county there will be a certain number of status offenders who are cur-

rently being served by programs of the type listed in the County Data

Report. Since the interest is to fund programs to meet the needs of

status offenders who are not being served by existing programs, it is

important to determine how many status offenders are currently in county

programs of the type being investigated.

Actual Program Demand. This figure indicates the number of status

offenders who could potentially benefit from the program being considered

for funding. It is the difference between the total program demand and

the number of status offenders currently being served by programs of the

same type in the county.

Planned Program Capacity for Funding Period. This figure is an in-

dication of the number of status offenders that a particular program ex-

pects to handle during the funding period under consideration. It may be

more or less than the actual program demand in the county.

3j



Figure 6. EXPECTED VALUE WORKSHEET

Expected Value Calculations for Program Type:

Provider Name:

Need

Importance

Need Weight
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Number of CZients to be Served by Program. Since a county has only

a limited amount of money to use for funding status offender programs,

it will probably not want to invest scarce resources in programs which

have not realistically estimated the number of clients they are likely

to serve. If the actual demand for a program is distinctly less than

the planned capacity for that program, the county would be spending

funds for nonexistent clients.

Estimated Program Effectiveness. Based on data gathered in the

statewide status offender needs assessment, program effectiveness scores

have been estimated for each of the twenty-one program types on which

data are reported. These scores indicate the percentage of successful

clients that a program of that type is likely to have, as compared to

the other program types on the list. Like EPA gas mileage figures,

these scores should be used for comparison purposes only, and not as

an accurate estimate of the actual percentage of successful clients the

program will have.

Number of Successful Clients. Given the number of clients to be

served by a program and that program's effectiveness score, it is possi-

ble to calculate the estimated number of successful clients for that

program during the funding period under consideration. In making its

final funding decisions, a task force should consider not only how many

clients would be served by a particular program but also how many suc-

cessful clients that program will deliver for the county.

Total Program Desirability. Combining the amount of impact a pro-

gram will make on each of its clients (total program impact hours per

client) with the estimated number of successful clients that the program

can be expected to produce reveals just how desirable that program is to

the county. Programs which serve a large number of clients successfully

and deliver a great deal of impact on the important needs of those

clients are more desirable than programs which serve few clients success-

fully or make little impact on the important needs.

Total Program Cost. This amount is an estimate of the cost of oper-

ating a specified program during the funding period.

Expected Program Value. Neither the desirability nor the total cost

of a program provides sufficient information for making quality funding

decisions. The task force needs to know how these two important factors
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interact. What is required in a program is the proper combination of

desirability and cost. The expected value of a program indicates the

amount the county gets of what it has determined to be desirable in a

program for every dollar it spends on that program.

Instructions for Completing the Expected Value Worksheet (EVW)

The Expected Value Worksheet (Figure 6) displays the calculations

necessary to determine the expected value for a service program or pro-

gram type. An Expected Value Worksheet should be completed for each

Service Resources Assessment Worksheet (SRAW) completed. Figure 7 shows

a sample EVW already filled out with data.

An explanation of the source of each EVW entry follows:

Expected Value Calculations For Each Program Type. Enter the pro-

gram type from Item 1 of the appropriate SRAW.

Provider Name. Enter the provider name from Item 2 of the SRAW.

Items 1-6 a--Need Importance Weight. Enter the figures which were

determined in step 3 of the Planning Decision Process for needs 1-6 and

included on the Needs Weighting Worksheet. If one or more needs are de-

leted by the task force, do not fill in information on those needs.

Item 1-6b--Program Impact. Fill in the impact on needs score from

Item 4 of the SRAW for each need.

Item 1-6cWeighted Program Impact. Multiply the need importance

weight (Items 1-6a) times the program impact for each need (Items 1-6b).

Item 7- -Total Program Impact. Add together Items 1-6c of the EVW.

Item 8--Average Number of Service Hours Per Client. Enter the

average number-Of service hours per client from Item 9 of the SRAW.

Item 9--Total Program Impact Hours Per Client. Multiply Item 7

times Item 8. Round off product to nearest whole number.

Item 10- -Total Program Demand. For the program type listed at the

top of the EVW, calculate Item 10 by multiplying the "percent receiving

program recommendation" in the appropriate County Data Report, times the

number of status offenders in the county. Round the product to the near-

est whole number.

Item 11-Number of Status Offenders Currently Served. Enter the to-

tal in Item 12 from the SRAW and enter the result.

Item 12--ActuaZ Program Demand. Subtract Item 11 from Item 10.
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Item 23Planned Program Capacity for the Funding Period. Enter

either Item 6b or Item 7 or Item 8a, b, or c from the SRAW. Data =or

only one of these items should appear in the SRAW, depending on whether

the program is new, or an expansion, or continuation of an existing pro-

gram.

Item 14--Number of Clients to be Served by Program. Enter Item

12 of the EVW if it is lower than Item 13. Enter Item 13 of the EVW if

it is lower than Item 12.

Item 15--Estimated Program Effectiveness. Enter the Estimated

Program Effectiveness score on page 10 in the County Data Report for

the program type listed at the top of the EVW.

Item 16--Estimated Number of Successful Clients. Multiply Item 14

times Item 15. Round the product off to the nearest whole number.

Item 17- -Total Program Desirability. Multiply Item 16 times Item

9. Round the product off to the nearest whole number.

Item 18- -Total Program Cost. Enter Item 10 of the SRAW.

Item 19--Expected Program Value. Divide Item 17 by Item 18. This

quotient should be rounded off to two decimal places.



Figure 7, EXPECTED VALUE WORKSHEET
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IV. INSTRUCTIONS: FINAL PLANNING CHART

The purpose of the Final Planning Chart (Figure 8) is to assist the

local task force in selecting community-based programs that best fit the

needs and available resources in its area. It presents, in summary

form, the major variables that need to be considered in choosing programs

for funding. These variables are listed on the left side of the chart.

Final task force funding recommendations for each program are to be

listed on the right side.

Summary of Chart Content

A short explanation follows for each variable on the chart. The in-

formation for the left side of the chart comes from completed EVWs and

SRAWs.

Programs. Each program being considered by the county should be

listed in order of priority as determined by its expected value, with

highest valued programs first.

Expected Value. This figure is calculated for each program using

the Expected Value Worksheet. The task force is strongly encouraged to

use this factor as the foremost criterion when making funding decisions,

since it incorporates all major quantifiable variables involved in pro-

gram selection.

Total Desirability. All variables except total program cost are

combined in this figure.

Planned Program Capacity. Program capacity is an indication of the

number of status offenders or youth at risk that the program can handle

during the funding period.

Actual Program Demand. This figure indicates the estimated number

of status offenders or youth at risk that could potentially benefit from

the specific community-based program.

Total Program Cost. This amount is an estimate of the cost of

operating the specified program during the funding period.
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CBA Funding Request. This figure is the amount of money that the

service provider is requesting from CBA. If other sources of funding

are involved, this amount might be considerably different from the total

program cost.

Total Task Force Budget for Funding: CBA, Other. These two

amounts indicate the assured funds the task force has to work with when

making program recommendations. The other funds will include local

county match of CBA funds and contributions for agencies, foundations,

and similar sources.

The right side of the Final Planning Chart is to be completed after

the programs to be recommended for CBA funding have been selected by the

task force. The cost of each program is divided among possible funding

sources--CBA, county, or other. There are also columns indicating the

total amount of funding and the number of clients served by the program.

Instructions for Completing the Final Planning Chart (FPC)

All variables listed on the left side of the chart can be trans-

ferred directly from each program's Expected Value Worksheet or Service

Resources Assessment Worksheet. Below is a list of the variables on the

Final Planning Chart and their corresponding position on the two work-

sheets. A filled in sample chart is shown in Figure 9.

Final Planning Chart Expected Value Worksheet

Expected Value # 19

Total Desirability # 17
Planned Program Capacity # 13
Actual Program Demand # 12
Total Program Cost # 18

Service Resources Assessment Worksheet
CBA Funding Request # 11

The right side of the chart provides a description of the task

force's budget for funding community-based programs.

Budget. The total task force budget amount is placed in the top

right corner of the chart. These figures represent the total amount

available to the task force from CBA and other sources for funding commu-

nity-based programs during the specified funding period.

Programs. Each program actually chosen for funding is listed in

the first column, in priority order as determined by the task force.

Funding Level. The next three columns provide a breakdown of the

dollar amounts actually available from all funding sources for each pro-

gram. The first column lists funds to be received from the Community-
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Based Alternatives Section of the North Carolina Department of Human

Resources. The next column shows funds available from the individual

county, whether through matching funds or other county government

sources. The remaining column lists amounts from all other funding

sources, such as federal funds, private sources, etc. There need not

be figures in each column, but there must be an amount listed in at

least one column for each program. The CBA Field Consultants will help

counties calculate the amounts in these columns using county-match for-

mulas developed in the CBA central office.

Total Funding. This column shows the total funds available for

each program. The amount in this column should represent the sum of the

amounts in the previous three columns. It is not necessary, however,

that total funding be equal to total program cost listed on the left

side of the chart, since not all programs will be funded at their full

capacity. Total funding represents the amount that the task force be-

lieves should be allocated to a specific program. The sum of all fig-

ures in the total funding column may exceed the total task force budget

amount at the top of the sheet.

Number Served. This column lists the actual number of status of-

fenders or youth at risk that can be served for the dollar amount listed

in the previous column. Because total funding does not always equal to-

tal program cost, the number of clients served is not necessarily equal

to planned program capacity or to actual program demand. Number served

represents only the number of clients that the task force feels can be

adequately served by a program with the funding amount actually allocated

to it.
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V. FINAL DECISION-MAKING

Alternatives/Recommendations

The left side of the Final Planning Chart presents the service pro-

gram funding priorities established by the task force using the Planning

Decision Process. The right side displays the task forces decisions for

actual program funding.

The planning process is designed so that the programs in the right

side should be drawn from the top affordable programs listed in the left

side. However, counties may present a somewhat different array of pro-

grams in the right side. If other sources of funding are available for

high priority programs, the task force may want to delete these programs

from its list of programs to fund or may want to reduce the level of

funding they recommend. A task force may decide to base its recommenda-

tions on only one piece of information in the left section--cost, total

desirability, or planned program capacity.

It is probable that a task force will present recommendations in

the right side that are not based solely on information presented in the

left. Such a situation will arise if a task force incorporated any cru-

cial political or implementation considerations into the planning process

during step 14.

A Plan for the Future

The Final Planning Chart presents data and information which can be

used by the task force throughout the planning year.

The task force may want to seek other sources of funding for high

priority programs which do not receive CBA funding. The data on the

Final Planning Chart, the Expected Value Worksheet, and Service Resources

Assessment Worksheet can be used as supporting documentation for program

proposals to other funding agencies. The task force may also want to use

the information gathered and developed during the planning process to

develop community support for new programs or awareness of program need.
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If a task force conducts the Planning Decision Process next fund-

ing year, it may want to compare its recommendations for the two years

and determine the cause of any differences. Awareness of yearly fluctu-

ations can give the task force insight into the changing state of status

offender programs and needs. A task force could respond to unreasonable

fluctuations by modifying some of the subjective considerations that

were used in the planning process--importance weights on needs or addi-

tional political and implementation information.

For some counties, differences in program priorities could be

directly related to the task force's adapting the improved data collec-

tion techniques outlined in the final section of the Service Resources

Workbook.
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FORMULAS FOR COMPUTING EXPECTED VALUE OF PROGRAMS

V. = c.
J J

Di = (Sj) (Hi)

Si = (NjEj)

Hj = (AjIj)

I =

V
j

= EN .E ][A(
J J J

1-n

WiPij)]

C

Vj = Expected value of program j

Dj = Total desir:ability of program j

C. = Total cost of program j

Si = Number of successful clients for program j

NJ = Number of clients to be served by program j

Ej = Estimated effectiveness of program j (0-1.0)

Hj = Total program j impact hours per client

A. = Average number of service hours per client in program j

Ij = Weighted program j impact

Wi = Importance weight of need i (0-100)

Pij= Impact of program j on need i (0-1.0)


